5.1. Conclusion

From the result of research in the Chapter IV, I could conclude:

1. This research has given for everyone that the code mixing is not only found in communicative class, but all things mistakes known as code mixing are also found in other atmosphere, especially on radio. The result of research findings showed that the broadcasters are mostly using word code mixing on air. It was stated by the numbers of words code mixing used in five programs of Formula Indonesia are 49 items.

2. The reason why they do code mixing is obviously effected by one is educational background. The events have already been done in overseas could influence the use of code mixing in broadcast. Therefore, when they broadcasted on air, sometimes they used English language in their program. Physichological aspect specifically influenced broadcaster’s performance on air. They should be perfect and careful to say a thing. Therefore, there are some words repeated on air. It is predicted that they tried to make listeners clear with the things said.
5.2. Suggestion

As been explained in conclusion, the code mixing has given contribution to people, especially to the students, but it was still far from the perfection. Therefore, the researcher would like to give suggestions as follows:

1. The broadcaster should be consistent with the language used on air, so that the listeners are not going to be confusing, and clear with the voice.

2. The broadcaster should be careful to use a language because a person is aware to use another language when communicating on radio, as a result the listener would be understand the content of Formula Indonesia Program.